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penetration is given by ._

-'-; t .8',/u:OS 0 constarit,, Q< 350'•

//

This relation i s such that, in Its range of validity,

the total weight of plate needed. to protect a given

area is independentc of Obliquity and depends only on

plate quoality. As the obliquity increases from 3.50.

to 4o00 the plate thickness for equal protection decreases

considerabliy faster than would be indicated by this

formula,. corxesponding to. a decrease of total plate

weight by about l2%"'or proteoti-6n of a given area, An

increase of obliquity angle beyond 40' intrxoduces only

very slight saving in weight.

s-In the range 210-320 "IX the hi-gher the. te hard-

nesb the smaller need be the plate thickness for pro-

tection at a given angle, Thus for angles of 400 and

over, plates of 210 BIN must have a 3.0 to 35%o greater

thickness t'an plates of 320: BHN'for the same protection.

The advantage Of hard plates will be all the more marked

when the attac2±ing projectiles are less perfect than

those used for this: report, for any deformation of the

projectile reduces its ability to penetrate. Tha same

consideration apgorlies to obliquity, for an increase in

"obliquity per se increases the tendency of the pro-

.. - jetile to fraoture. or to deform, Further, the

red~uotXn I.n tiichneas allowed byy , increase, in obliquity

1\\



increases, the harclness to which the plate m6y be heat

treated with the avoidanc'e of poor shock properties.

This allowable iiacrease"in hardness again, increases. the

abil,ity'of the plate to fracture or to deform the pro-

jectile.

C. Zener
Senior Physicist

APPROVED:.

H. H. ZORNIG
Colonel, Ordnance -ei:t,
Director of Laboratoryr
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4, INTOMUTION

The primary purpose of armor is to resist the

penetration of projectiles and the fragments thereof.

Armor may resist penetration in three distinct waysý.

(1) The armor may fracture o? deform the pro-

jectile.. In this case tlhe projectile is not only made

to absorb part of' its oini >inetic energy, but is also

so changed by the fracture or the deformation that it

is less able to use effectively the kinetic energy

which remains, The major variable factor of armor

which- determine its ability to fracture projectilet

* is its hardness. The plate thickness and obliquity of

attack also affect somewhat the ability of a plate to

fracture or to deform a projectile, the thicker the

pl.ate, or the greater the angle of obliquity, the

olowet- is the critical plate ha2fdness for fracture or

deformation.

(2) The ar'mor may deflect the projectile, thereby

avoiding the necessity of absorbing its kinetic energy.

*The major factor which determines the ability of armor

to deflect a projectile is the obliquity of attack.

The plate thickness and hardness also affect to some

extent the ability of a plate to deflect projectiles, /,

the thicker and hader the plate the lower the critical

"angle for deflection.

S(3) The armor may absorb, through plastic deformation,.



the kinetic energy of the projectile. The thicker

the plate the greater is the volume of materlal which

a projectil.e must deform in order completely to per-

forate the plate, and therefore the greater is the,

kinetic energy which the plate can absorb. The

greater the obliquity,. the greater is the length of.

"path through the plate, and therefore the greater is

the kinetic energy absorbed. Also, the higher the

hardness, the greater is the kinetic energy-required

to produce In the plate a hoe of a given, volume.

The problem of ar.imor protection is not merely a

question ef avoiding penetration, The resistance

to penetration by any of the three methods of

fracturing or deforming the projectile, of deflecting

the projectilef or of absorbing its kinetic ,energy

can be increased by 'an increage in any one of the

three factors - plate hardness, plate thickness,

obliquity. -ath0hr the problem of armor proteotion

is .cencerned primarily with, the optimum balance

between conflicting factors. Thus in planning the

disposition of the armor, a balance must be struck

between the ballistic advantages of a large obliquity

" .and, the, constructional'difficulties attendant there-

on. Again, in determining the appropriate plate

hardness, a balanoe must be reached between the in-

creased resistance to penetration associated with
IV,,

"0 -6"...
N"•.,
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"increasing plate hardness, and the Jecrease of shock

resistance associated therewith. The purpose of the

present report is to present ballistic data which may

be used in arriving at the optimum compromises.

The ballistic data obtained with any one type

of projotile are strictly applicable only tO that

one particular type. This is especially the case

when the projectile deforms appreciably or fractilres,

for the critical conditions for deformation or

for fracture will be quite different for different/

types of pro7 '' &Ties, or even, for the same type of

projectiles produced by different -anufacturers. In

obtaining the data for the present report, the pro-

jectiles were heat treated as well as the authors

knew how in order to avoid fracture or excessive de-

formation. Only those conditions of attack were

studied in which the projectiles were not appreciably

altered by impact with the armor, In this manner

the depen6lence of the ballistic, data upon the type of

projectile was minimized. This method of approach

" has precluded a comparison of face hardened with

homogenetus plate since the projectiles used de-

formed when fired against face hardented plate at.

obliquitles. The use of nonfracturing',projectiles

has also renioved any ambiguity which might exist as

to the meaning of complete penetrat1odn. When the



test projectile fractures, uncertainty often exists

aSe to what to call complete penetration. W4hen, as

in the present excperiments, the projectile ,remains

whole, no doubt ever exists as to whether the pro-

jectile has or has not passed through the plate. The

type of projectile chosen for testing was modelled

after the German 75 mm projectile in order that the

results obtained might be directly applied to the

design of arrAor for protection against this projectile,

In obtaining the ballistic data small caliber

projectiles, scaled down from large caliber sizes,:.,

were fired against correspondingly thin plates. Such

small scale experiments have two distinct advantages

over the firing of full size projectiles. Firstly,

the characteristics of the plate and of the-pro-

Jectiles may be more rigorously controlled. The

difficulties which accompany the heat treatment of

large masses of steel are such as to render it

doubtful if large caliber projectiles have ever been

produced of such high quality as the small caliber

projectiles used in the experiments described in

this report, Secondly, the firing conditions are

more oontrollable. Thusa t high angles of attack

(450.-600) a change of only one degree- in obliquity

"i may effaat the: bal•stio limit by as much a.

100 "•I+o It isin the" sting of

V. I f ....



plates with large caliber projectiles the angle of

attack can be controlled so as to lie within a range

a•aller than several degrees, which corresponds to

an effective uncertainty in ballistic limit of several

hundred ft/sec. athigh obliquities. Again, only

several shots Of large caliber projectiles may be made

upon a single plate, necessitating the use of more

than one plate in a set of firing, and therefore the

introduction of an unrertainty as to the constancy of

the plate characteristics.

It is anticipated that objections to the present

prcgram upon scaled down pr-ojectiles will be made,

Only two objections are justifiable, One is that. the

5 metallurgical struci"ureOs of thick and of thin plates

of the same hardness are not necessarily identical.

Differences in metallurgical structure have however

only slight effect upon the resistance to penetration,

The primary effect of such. diff erenceqs is upon the

shock properties. The second justifiable objection is

that the rate of deformation of the plate material is

greater during the impacts of the scaled down pro-

jectiles than during the impacts of large caliber pro-

Jectiles. As is well kInown, the resistance to de-

formation of steel increases with rate of strain, and

Sit, might therefore be argued that the plate material

in the model firings does not react in the same manner

Si •- .•. :f' . 9



as in the firing of" major caliber projectiles. How-

ever, it has recently been shown that this effect of

strain rate is exceedingly small, an increase of

etrain rate by 1-000 , co'rresponding to the .scaling

-clown from a 3" projectile to .a caliber .30 projectile,

raises the plastic resistance of the material by less

than 1.5 /%.

C-onventional ballistic dAta are expressed in terms

of critical velocities. These velocities are defined,

for a given plate at a specified obliquity, as the

mean between the velocities of a partial and a com-

plete penetration. It is customary to adhere to

some convention as to the maxijmum allowable range

7• bet-Veen the velooities for partial and for complete

'penetration. In the present work, where only relative

effects of -various par-ameters are sought,, it is more

convenient to fire at a given velocity and to determine

a critical obliquity. As in the case of critical

velocities, critical angles must be defined as the

* mean between an obliquity which allows complete

penetration and one which allows, only partial pene-

tration. In the present report, these two angles

are taken o apart. In all the firings in the present

report the constant velocity was taken as 2oo-0 f/s.

1. C. Zoner and J. H_9o6omon: "Effect of sUrMin Rate
"Upon Plastic Flow of Steel%, J. Applied Physics _1r,
.22 (19414).
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This Is the velocity of -the enemy 75 mm. projectile

"at a battle range of about 900 yards.

RELSULTS AND DISCUSSION

I iTEST PROJECTILES

The projectiles used in obtaining the ballistic

data were models of the German 75 mm.. A.P.C. Pak 40,

scaled down to cal. .30 size, i.e., scaled down in

linear dimensions by a factor of 10. The original

and the replica are compared in Figure 1. Although

the overall dimensions, as well as those of the cap

and of the ogive, were scaled down accurately, no

attempt was made to reproduce the-details of the base.

The changes introduced, however, can have only a very

slight effect upon the ballistic performance, since the

changes consist primarily of a redistribution of mass,

Thus no K.E. cavity was made, but relatively more

metal'was removed for the rotating band in -the case of

the small replica. A comparison of the test pro-

Jectiles with t he 311 II62 is given in Table I.

No attempt was made to reproduce the hardness

pattern of the original German projectile, except in

the',ease of the cap, which was kept'at 42 RC as in the

original. Rather the body of the przojectile was made

1.•I• E, . luqtch-lnson: "`•gta~lludrgIdai Miamin'ation of a

German,75 114i Paih,,40 H.E. - A.PC. and B.C. Projectile
Produced in 19421 , WAL 762/229.

-11-



T:-A BL4E I

4COMPARISON OF TEST PAROJECTILE WITH 31 MI62

- -Test hquivalent

! Projectile 311 Projectile 3 ' i 62

.0or 0.0126 lbs. 12.6 lbs. 11.4 lbs.
A.P. Cap o.0024 2.4 2.06

Band 0.0022 2.2 0.46

otal 0.0172, 17.2 13.9 (empty)

4't l, ii O.0 7

mI,'
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as well metallurgically as the authors knew how. The

ogive was kept at the as quenched hardness of 62-63 RC,

and the base was tempered Just enough to prevent

fracture of the body at oblique incidences.

The heat treatment, the method of base tempering,.

banding and cappingr as well as a description of the

plate holder, is given in a current report. 1

II RLETTION BETWEEN PLATE T'CKNE S
A1AND OLIQJUITY

In this section a study is made of the relation

between the plate thickness and the obliquity of attack,

for a constant.plate hardness, which will just give

protlection against the test projectile at some pre-

determined velocity. All projectiles were fired at

the same velocity, namely 2400 f/s. For each plate

0two obliquities were found, 5 apart, at the lower of

which the projectile passes through the plate, at the

higher of which the projeotile fails to pass through4

The ballistic data are given in Table II, and are

plotted, in 'Figure 2".

In this Figure the plate thickness e is plotted

on log paper against the cosine of the obliquity

angle 0. In this mranner of plottihg, the effect of a

change in obliquity upon necessary plate welght may

D. Van Winkle: "Principles f PrOjetile Design.....

1ni For Penetration, Second Partial Report", WAL 7o2/231-1.

-13-
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T A B L E II

BALLISTIC DATA
ANGLES FOR CO4,,PLETE AND FOR INCOýPLETE .PRFO-RATIO

_________ PLATE NARDiESS .... ...
TPlate
1Thic'tneass
'(in inches) 210 BHN 1 269 BTHN 320 B3Nl 364 BHNWl 420'BHN

2_ _ " 0 o 0 4
25 0 0- 50 5°5o350- 40o 44  0 -5o

.35 35040 30 -5 : 2... 0

.40 i 3°,ý-,,-!00 35°-40: o0°-1O0
_ __5 "_ _ _25_-30'l 3

____30400 0

*Oomplete penetration not obtained. at normal

,fw
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be readily seen. Thus the weight of a plate which

protects a given area is proportional to e/cos 0. A

constant weight plate therefore imnplies a direct

proportionality between e and cos 0, aud therefore

a 450 slope on the log paper. A decrease of weight

with obliquity implies A.,slope greater than 450. For

the hardnesses 269 and 36a BHN an upper limit was

determined for the plate thi'~1ess at which penetration

occurs at zero obliquity. The exqperimental data are

consistent with a 1-5° slope (dashed lines) from O0 to

35 obliquity. The ballistic data are further con-

sistent with a 450 slope beyond 400 'obliquity. The only

marked decrease in weight of armor necessary to protect

a gilven area therefore occurs from an increase of

obliquity from 35' to 40'.

The ballistic data are replotted in a different

manner in Figure •. An estimate was made from Figure 2

as to the critical plate thickness at zero obliquity

which will just give protection.. The data in Figure 2

were then replotted with the abscissa as the ratio of

the plate thickness to the estimated critical plate

thickness at zero obliquity. The data for all hardness

levels below 364 BHI; are seen to lie within experl-

mental error upon a common curve (curve C, drawn through

the 5 critleal angle range for 210, 269 and 320 B1HN).

-15-



This common curve follows the formula

eCe c (=)
0%

up to an obliquity of 350. It then drops slightly below

the c~rve given by this formula. The deviation from

the formula of Eq. (1) is less for the 364 BHN plates

than for the plates of lower hardness.

III RELATI0N BETWEEN PLATE THICKNESS

PLA~TFHARDN\ESS

From the data in Figure 2 an estimat'e'may readily

be made of the effect of plate hardness upon the plate

thickness neoessary to7, give" protection at a fixed

obliquity. Since the cuirves in Figure 2 are all paral-

lel in the range 0-35° and also in the range 40-55

uae effect of a change in hardness level may be repre-

sented by a single factor for each of the above ranges

of angle. In Figuare 4 is givea the factor by which

the plate thickness at 320 BHN must be multiplied tQ

give the thickness at another hardness level for equal

protection.

An example will be given of the use of this Figure.

Suppose 6t1 armor cannot be made harder than 210 BHN

if poor shook properties are to be avoided. The possi-

bility then arises that it may be possible to obtain

the same resistance to penetrat~on in a thinner plate

44

since such plates may be heat treated to a higheriii6)



hardness level without poor shock resistance. From

Figure 4 one may deduce that a 320 BHN plate of thick-

ness 6"/1,33, i e. ,'!,5". will have at least as good

resistance to penetration as the 6" plate, at 240 BHN.

IV CORRELATIONTT I'TH DATA IN LITERATtJRE

It has been reported in the literature that at

normal obliquity the critical velocity for complete

penetration (Navy B.L.) of artillery type projectiles

varies with the plate thickness as

V2r-(e/d-') , e constant (1)

where e is the plate thickness, d is the projectile

calibre, and y is a numerical constant with a valu e

of about 0.1. In order to test the validity o±f this

equation for the lower obliquity range (00-350), the

ballistic limits (for complete perforation) of the

projectiles described ih Section I were found tor a

0range of plate thicknesses at 25°. The results, given

in Table III and in Figure 5, agree, within experi-

Wmantal error, with Eq. (1). This equation may be

closely approximated to by the following relation:

V-,e 1/2 e constant. (2)

1. "Penetration 1.lechanisms I. The Penetration ofo
Homogeneous Armor byUncapped Projectiles at 0
Obliquity", U. B. Naval Proving Ground Report
No. 1-43.



It has also previously 'been mentioned in the liter-
0 0

atuare that., in the range 0 030, the critical

velocity for' complete penetration (Navy B.L,) of

artillery type projettile's varies with obliquftty as

V-l/1/2 fe constant (3)

Upon combining Eqs. (2) and (3) one obtains

Vv (e/ oos 0) 1/2 .(4).

Therefore in the obliquity range 00-300 the r.elation

between e and 0" at.constant V, that is, at constant

resistance to penetration, Is given'by

e-voos 0 . (5)

The relation is in agreement with the slope of unity

0 0o
for the 0 -35° range in the diagrams of Figure 2,

.2The authors are aware of only one source of data

for artillery typo projectiles with. which the ap-

pro~ximato lincarity botween a and c-os 0, wi th

"coistant V, may be chocked for the high obliquity

range. In' this obliquity range the ratio of the Navy

ballistic limits of a 260 BHN plate of 2.5" and 2.25"1

thickness is 1.07.

1. For rofercnces ace C. zener and R. E. Peterson:
"'"-Pr~nelplcs of Projoctil Deosign f'r Ponatration,
First Piartial Roport" WAL 76 2/231,'pp. 4-.19.

"2. Abardoen.,ýoport Al.-54ýk
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T A B L F IIIý

- BALLISTIC 1UTS (N9VY)OF i BHN PLAT AT5
WITH RESPECT TO 1,OD• L ARTILLERY TYPE PROJETILES

Thickness B.L.. (L.)lx102
(inches) f(t/,sec) (,t/sec) 2

•25 1720 2.95

.30 1885 3o55

~35 2095 4.3~

.4o 2270, 2230o 5.15, 4.95
4.5 2405, 2350 5.70, 5,50

.50 2660* 7.-Q

*Bourrelet suffers slight plastic deformation.

/
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"Further, from the plqt of the data for the 2 5!" plate

one deduces that

.Vvl/cos 7e, e constant. (3')

Upon combining Eqs. (2') and (3') one dceducez, within

the error .of the bIring data

o,67
V-v(e/cos e)

One ,therefore infers that also, in the high obliquity

range the relation

e 0 cos 0, constant V

Sis valid.. The constant of proportionality is of course

s-.Lghtly different in the high and in the lowobliquity

rangess.

,.0

,¢•-20-
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